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An Iron Age field system has been identified next to the two roundhouses and the granary store 

previously discovered in the excavations near Malthouse Farm, Benner Lane. The arrangement of 

ditches indicates that they were used as field boundaries as well as for drainage. The soil dug up to 

form the ditches would probably have been piled on the side of the ditches, and presumably some 

kind of fencing (long disappeared) topped that. Animals likely to have been kept in the fields include 

cows, pigs and sheep. Grain would also have been grown somewhere in the vicinity – hence the 

granary building. 

The excavations have just finished, carried out by Cotswold Archaeology who are based in Andover. 

The land now waits for Martin Grant Homes to build some of their 95 houses where the Iron Age 

settlement stood. The Iron Age is regarded as being around 800 BC to 100 AD. 

I have had another long conversation with the senior archaeologist, Joe. The site has been fully 

recorded. It is dotted with small white cards pinned into the ground, each card with a unique 

reference number; and photographed. Finds and soil from each excavated spot are numbered 

accordingly, so that when the team in Andover analyse the finds the location of everything is known 

very precisely, and everything can be assessed in relation to everything else. 

Both roundhouses have been fully excavated. They were slightly different sizes: the circular outer 

ditch of one has a diameter of about 28 feet; the other is about 40 feet. They lie about 75 feet apart. 

They may well have existed at the same time, but they are not necessarily exactly contemporary. 

Analysis of the finds and soil contents from the ditches around the houses should answer this 

question. Modern techniques can identify and date even tiny things in the soil, such as seeds, burnt 

grain, and fragments of snail shells, as well as larger items such as pieces of pottery. 

Joe thought it quite likely that other roundhouses, Iron Age ditches and so forth had existed close by, 

underneath present-day houses, gardens and fields. The two houses that have been excavated lie in 

the north-east corner of the Martin Grant land, very close to one of the long gardens at the top of 

Fairfield Lane. These two roundhouses may have been on the south-westerly edge of a larger 

settlement, and been the lowest-lying houses of such a settlement.  

The ground slopes slightly from north-east to south-west – from just north of the top of Fairfield 

Lane, down towards Malthouse farmhouse. It would have been the same in the Iron Age. Surface 



 

 

water, then and now, flows towards where Malthouse farmhouse stands. (There is evidence right 

now today, because rainwater falling on the large excavation site has gathered in the south-west 

corner of the site and formed a small lake.) Celtic settlers would typically have built their houses on 

higher, better-drained and thus dryer land, meaning that the most likely area for any other Iron Age 

roundhouses and buildings is to the north and north-east of the present excavation – under today’s 

houses and gardens at the top of Fairfield Lane, and the former nurseryland beyond. This is 

speculation of course, but based on informed experience. 

Joe showed me some pieces of broken pottery found in the ditch around one of the roundhouses. It 

was part of a burnished black pot whose surface had been polished until it was shiny. The pot had a 

flat bottom with a marked rim, so it could be placed on a table. The style suggested the late Iron 

Age, maybe around the time of Christ. Although it would have been made locally in this region, its 

style suggests some influence from the continent. Iron Age culture in Britain was influenced by the 

Romans before the Romans came here, because of imported goods from Gaul and elsewhere which 

the Romans had conquered by then. There was not a sharp cut-off between eras.  

I was able to take some photographs of this pottery, while Joe held it in his hand. One of the 

attached photos emphasises the flat bottom; the fragment had been freshly washed in a nearby 

puddle, and the shiny surface is evident. The other photo is of this fragment with another piece from 

the same pot; the right-hand piece had not been washed, and was beginning to fracture into two. 

 

I asked Joe if any iron objects had been found, this being the Iron Age. No, he said. The Celtic 

farmers here in West End are more likely to have used wooden ploughs, ploughshares (the cutting 

blade) and tools than iron ones. Although this was the Iron Age, iron was expensive and wood was 

more common for ploughing, especially on relatively easily worked soil such as our sands. The Age 

was labelled according to the latest technology (iron) but the old technologies were still widely in 

use. 

Another attached photograph shows part of the excavation site. In the middle ground is the circular 

trench which marks one of the roundhouses. In front of that, nearer my camera, are post-holes 

showing where the granary store stood. In the extreme left foreground are V shaped ditches: the 

horizontal one is Iron Age, while the one pointing towards the camera is ‘modern’, a mere 200 or so 

years old. At the back of the excavation site is the small lake formed by rainwater collecting in the 

south-west corner. At the very back, through the trees, is a glimpse of houses on Benner Lane. 



 

 

 

A fourth photo attached is of a modern reconstruction of an Iron Age roundhouse. This one is at 

Stonehenge visitor centre. I photographed it earlier this year before I knew we had some in West 

End! 

 

The Bronze Age (around 3000-800 BC) yielded a storage pit containing broken pottery, but nothing 

else was discovered by the archaeologists. Joe said that Bronze Age pottery usually had a rounded 

bottom, with the pot placed in a depression made in ground. 

A spot near Benner Lane and Holy Trinity School had yielded some pottery and ordinary farm-related 

rubbish from about 1600 AD - presumably from a predecessor to Malthouse Farm. 

Also discovered was a relatively modern ditch about 200 years old running in a straight line along the 

eastern edge of the excavation site, and cutting across an Iron Age ditch or two (as seen in the 



 

 

photo). Joe referred to it as a “hollow-way” because he was inclined to think it was not a drainage 

ditch but a sunken footpath worn into the soft sandy soil. 

Now that the excavations have ended, we must wait until about May next year for the full report of 

the findings and analysis. We have been promised some presentations of the results by the 

archaeologists and Martin Grant Homes, in West End, and I will ensure they don’t forget. 

Coming to modern times, many of you will have seen that Martin Grant Homes have begun 

constructing the two permanent entrances to the building site, and excavating the base for the 

horseshoe-shaped estate road. I have suggested to the developer that they call the road Celtic Way! 

Regards 

Guy Consterdine 
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